ABSTRACT The vibration signals' analysis is a very effective and reliable approach for diagnosing the gear faults. Since the vibration signals obtained from the gear in the acceleration and deceleration processes can often contain more beneficial fault features, the analysis of the gear vibration signals during the acceleration and deceleration processes has been a hot research topic. However, the vibration signals acquired from the gear in the acceleration and deceleration processes are nonstationary, which make the current Fourier transform (FT)-based vibration signal analysis methods invalidly. Meanwhile, the linear canonical transform (LCT) as a novel nonstationary signal analysis tool has received wide attention. Therefore, this paper proposes to use the LCT instead of the FT-based methods to diagnose the gear faults in the acceleration and deceleration processes. The simulations and the experimental evaluations are all presented to prove the validity of the LCT method in gear fault diagnosis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The gear is an important tool in industry, which has a wide range pf applications in wide turbines, ships and many other mechanical equipments [1] . The state of the gear is crucial to these mechanical equipments. Meanwhile, the vibration signal generated by the gear is a significant indicator, which can reflect the gear's state [2] . For a normal gear, the vibration signal x (t) produced by the normal gear can be expressed as [2] - [4] x (t) = 
where M represents the amount of tooth meshing harmonics. X m and φ m indicate the mth meshing harmonic's amplitude and phase, separately [2] . kf s is the meshing frequency, k expresses the gear teeth's amount, f s stands for the shaft rotation frequency (SRF) [2] . From eq.(1), it is easily to see that the vibration signals obtained form the norm gear mainly include the meshing signal of the gear and its harmonic components.
In practice, due to abrasion and other reasons, the gear may have many kinds of faults, the most common gear failures are pitting, chipping and the severly crack [1] , [3] , [5] , [6] . These failures will lead to the mechanical equipments lose its intended function and even cause serious accidents. Due to the vibration signal can reflect the gear's state, the analysis of the vibration signal is of great significance to the gear fault diagnosis. If the gear occurs a partial failure, the amplitude and phase of the vibration signal of the gear are modulated, which are periodic with the gear's rotation frequency. In this case, the meshing frequency's modulation can lead to sidebands. The frequency sidebands are equidistant from a center frequency [3] . Based on these analysis, the amplitude modulating functions of the vibration signal obtained from the gear with tooth fault can be represented as [3] 
where N represents sidebands' amount around the tooth meshing harmonics. A mn and σ mn are the amplitudes and phases of at the nth sidebands of the amplitude modulated signals around the mth meshing harmonic, separately [1] , [3] . Thus, the vibration signal x(t) obtained from a pair of meshing gears with tooth fault could be expressed by [3] 
From above discussions, it is shown that the gear's failure can be reflected by the amount and amplitude of these sidebands [3] . So, the vibration signals analysis is a very effective and reliable approach for diagnosing the gear faults. With the continuous study of the gear fault diagnosis, a number of signal demodulation methods have been used to analyze the gear vibration signals and further diagnose the gear faults, for example the Hilbert transform, energy operation and so on [3] , [7] - [12] . However, most of these demodulation analysis methodologies are based on Fourier transform(FT), which only suitable for stationary signals.
Simultaneously, the gear vibration signals obtained from the acceleration and deceleration processes often can contain more fault information compared to the stationary processes [13] - [16] . In the acceleration or deceleration processes, the SRF f s in eq. (3) is time varying, which make the gear vibration signals x(t) in eq.(3) obtained from the acceleration and deceleration processes are nonstationary signals and they are approximation to the linear frequency modulated (LFM) signals due to the instantaneous rotational speed are ascending and descending straight in the acceleration and deceleration processes, respectively [4] , [17] . In addition, the properties of the nonstationary make the diagnosis of gear faults more complicated and the demodulation analysis methodologies based on the FT will become invalid [11] , [15] .
Some scholars have tried different methods to solve this problem, such as the time frequency analysis method [12] , [18] - [20] and data driven method [21] - [25] . However, due to the nonstationary vibration signals obtained from the fault gear in practice are multicomponent with low signal to noise ratio (SNR), applying the time frequency methods to the nonstationary vibration signal will result in spectral aliasing, cross term interference and low resolution [3] , [11] . On the other hand, the data driven methods require a lot of data for training and classification [11] . Hence, the diagnosis of gear faults in acceleration and deceleration processes remains an open research filed and new signal analysis tools for nonstationary vibration signals are needed.
The linear canonical transform (LCT) is a four parameter family of linear integral transform [26] , [27] , which was introduced in 1970s and is a generalization of the FT [26] . Due to it has additional degrees of freedom, the LCT performs an affine maping of the time frequency distribution of the signal [28] , [29] . Compared to the FT and the fractional Fourier transform (FRFT), the LCT is more flexible and suitable for processing nonstationary signals, especially for LFM signals [27] , [30] , [31] . Furthermore, the LCT also has been widely applied in signal processing, communications, quantum mechanics and many others [27] - [33] . Since the vibration signals obtained from the acceleration and deceleration processes are nonstationary and the LCT is a new and effective tool for processing nonstationary signals, it is therefore interesting to explore the diagnosis of gear faults by using the LCT in acceleration and deceleration processes.
In this paper, the LCT has been applied to analyze the vibration signals to diagnose the gear fault in acceleration and deceleration processes for the first time. Compared to the traditional time frequency methods and data driven methods, the LCT method is no need a lot of data to training and classification and will not leads to spectral aliasing, cross term interference and low resolution. In addition, the complexity complexity of the LCT method is lower than the the data driven methods, which is similar to the FT based methods. The rest parts of this article are presented as follows. In section 2, the essential information of the LCT is introduced. In section 3, the application of the LCT to the simulated vibration signal is presented, which shows that the proposed method is effective. Section 4 applies the LCT method to the analysis of three experimental: a normal case and two fault cases. Section 5 is the conclusion of this paper.
II. THE LINEAR CANONICAL TRANSFORM A. THE DEFINITION OF THE LCT
The LCT of a signal f (t) with parameter
where a, b, c, d are real numbers satisfying ad − bc = 1. In addition, the kernel K A (u, t) is given by
and
From the definition, it is easy to see that the LCT has three degrees of freedom, which performs an affine maping of the time frequency distribution of the signal. Compared to the rotation relation of the FRFT on the time frequency distribution, this affine transform relation not only includes the rotation relation, but also includes the compression, the stretching relation and the total support domain remains unchanged in the time frequency distribution [26] . Moreover, it is flexibly to change the shape and position of the signal's time frequency distribution by choosing different parameters of the LCT [27] . This relationship can be seen in Figure. 1 vividly [26] , [28] . In addition, we can easily get that the kernel K A (u, t) of the LCT is a LFM signal when the LCT parameters are certain, thus the LCT of a LFM signal with suitable parameters can be a dirac function [28] . 
FIGURE 2. The signal x(t ).
Hence, the LCT is more flexible and suitable for processing nonstationary signals, especially for the LFM signals.
B. THE LCT OF THE NONSTATIONARY SIGNAL
The definition and properties of the LCT have been presented in subsection 2.1. In this subsection, to show the LCT is more flexible and suitable for processing nonsationary signals, a simulation example have been proposed. In the simulation, a LFM signal in the following formula is considered,
The x(t) and its FT have been depicted in Figure. 2 and Figure. 3, respectively. On the other hand, the design of the optimal LCT parameters have been introduced in [27] , which is determined by the LFM signals' frequency. So, based on the properties of the LFM signal presented in eq.(6), the optimal LCT of the signal x(t) with the highest concentration is derived in Figure. 4. It is shown that the optimal LCT of the signal x(t) is a dirac function and the feature of this LFM signal can be reflected clearly. Furthermore, the maximum values of the FT and the LCT of the signal x(t) are compared and plotted together in Figure. 5. From Figure. 5, we can see that the LCT spectrum can reflect the feature of the nonstationary signals more clearly than the FT. 
III. THE LCT OF THE SIMULATED VIBRATION SIGNAL
The properties and advantages of the LCT for processing nonstationary signals have been presented in section 2. In this section, to verify the LCT method is also effective for processing the gear vibration signals, a signal imitate the gear vibration signal obtain from the acceleration process is considered as follows based on the analysis in eq.(3)
where f m stands for the SRF in the simulated vibration signal, which is set as f m = 2t + 30 to imitate the f m is time varying in the acceleration process. In addition, since the vibration signals obtained from the gear are often with low SNR, hence the ϕ(t) is selected as the Gaussian white noise with the SNR is −5dB. In the simulation, the time interval is chosen as 0s to 2s, then the signal presented in eq. (7) without the noise is depicted in Figure. 6. The simulated vibration signal get from the acceleration process is shown in Figure. 7. The FT of the simulated vibration signal is obtained in Figure. 8. From Figure. 7, it is difficult for us to obtain useful information directly in the presence of noise. Moreover, we also cannot acquire any useful information in Figure. 8 due to the noise and the nonstationary property of the simulated vibration signal make the FT of the simulated vibration signal have spectral aliasing and blurring. Then, due to the optimal LCT parameters are determined by the signal's frequency [27] , based on the properties of the simulated vibration signal and the method of design LCT parameters in [27] , the optimal LCT spectrum of the noisy simulated gear vibration signal is obtain in Figure. 9. From Figure.9 , it is easy to know that there are three peaks appeared in Figure.9 , which locate at (609,927.3), (677,1837) and (744,782.1), respectively. And (677,1837) is the highest peak. The LCT frequency distance between two adjacent peaks is almost equal to 68 Hz. Based on this, it can obtained that the frequency of the highest peak is almost ten times of the SRF in the LCT domain. That is to say, the amplitude modulation frequency(AMF) 68 Hz is same as the SRF in the LCT domain. Hence, the peak lies in (609,927.3), (677,1837), (744,782.1) can be seen as nine, ten and eleven times of the the SRF in the LCT domain, respectively. It is coinciding with the modulation frequency is time varying presented in the eq. (7) very well. So, compared to the FT, the LCT spectrum can reflect the feature of the the simulated vibration signal well.
In addition, due to the LCT spectrum has three peaks and the distance between each two adjacent peaks are equal, thus the simulated vibration signal can be considered as the vibration signal produced by the fault gear according to the analysis in the eq. (2) and eq.(3). Therefore, we can say that the LCT spectrum can be considered as a clear indicator to diagnose the gear fault based on the above discussion.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The effectiveness of the LCT spectrum to diagnose the gear fault has been proved by the simulated vibration signal in previous section. In this section, to further show the useful of the LCT spectrum, the analysis of the gear vibration signals obtained from the experiment setup shown in Figure. 10 have been presented in this section. In this platform of experiment, there are 75 teeth in the output gear and 55 teeth in the input pinion gear. The sample frequency of the gear vibration signals is 4000Hz, and the sample time is chosen as 2s. In addition, because the deceleration process is similar to the acceleration process, we only consider the acceleration process in this experiment.
A. THE NORMAL CASE
First, the gear vibration signal obtained from a normal gear in the acceleration process is shown in Figure. 11. The FT of the healthy gear vibration signal is presented in Figure. 12. Due to the normal gear is running in acceleration and the vibration signal has low SNR, which result in the healthy gear vibration signal is the nonstationary signal. So the FT of the healthy gear vibration signal obtained in Figure. 12 has spectrum aliasing, which contain no useful information for diagnose the gear fault. Then, by utilizing the advantages of the LCT and the properties of the gear vibration signal, the optimal LCT spectrum of the healthy gear vibration signals can be obtained in Figure. 13. It is easy to see that there is only one peak in Figure. 13, which means that the the gear vibration signal is not amplitude modulated. Thus, we can consider the gear has no fault occurred based on the analysis in the section 1.
B. TWO FAULT CASES
The normal case has been presented in subsection 4.1. In this subsection, two fault cases are considered. The gear vibration signal acquired from the gears with a broken tooth on the input pinion gear in the acceleration process presented in Figure. 14 is discussed at first. The FT of the fault gear vibration signal is obtained in Figure. 15. Similar to the normal case, there are also no useful information can be obtained from Figure. 14 and Figure. 15 since the gear vibration signal in the acceleration process is nonstationary and has low SNR. Then, based on the advantages of the LCT and the properties of the gear vibration signal obtained from the acceleration process, applying the LCT to the gear vibration signal, we can the optimal LCT spectrum of the gear vibration signal in Figure. 16. From Figure. 16, it is clearly to see that there are three peaks, which locate at (359,1800), (387,3150) and (415,2201), respectively. The frequency intervals between the highest peak and two adjacent peaks are all 28 Hz. Since the largest spectrum component of the gear vibration signals is produced by the meshing frequency, thus the meshing frequency can be seen as 387Hz in the LCT domain. In addition, due to the pinion gear has 55 teeth, thus we can obtain that the rotational frequency of the input shaft in the LCT domain is 387Hz/55 = 7.03Hz. It is show that the rotational frequency of the input shaft almost equal to the quarter of the frequency distance, which means the meshing frequency is modulated by four times of the SRF. Based on above analysis, we can know the vibrated signal presented in Figure. 14 has been modulated. In this case, the gear can be seen as the fault gear according to the analysis of section 1.
On the other hand, to further verify the validity of the LCT for diagnose the gear fault, another gear vibration signal acquired from the gears with a broken tooth on the input pinion gear in different speed up process is shown in Figure. 17, and its FT is presented in Figure. 18. It is easy to know that the distinguishing features also cannot get from Figure.17 and Figure. 18. Then, according to the properties of the gear vibration signal presented in Figure. 17, we applying the LCT to the gear vibration signal, the optimal LCT spectrum of the gear vibration signal is obtained in Figure. 19, which has three peaks (349,2800),(376,4169) and (403,2473). The distances of each two adjacent peaks are equal to 27Hz. In accordance with the analysis of the previous case, we can obtain that the meshing frequency is 376Hz and the rotational frequency of the input shaft is 376Hz/55 = 6.83Hz in the LCT domain. It is also indicated that the meshing frequency is modulated by four times of the shaft rotational frequency and this vibrated signal has been modulated. Therefore, it can be concluded that the vibration gear signal correspond to a broken gear and this case further prove that the LCT method can diagnose the gear faults in the acceleration process effectively.
Remark 1: The effectiveness of the LCT method in gear faults diagnosis have been proved by the simulations and the experimental evaluations. However, the LCT method presented in this paper only can diagnose the gear occur faults. The types of the gear faults and the severity of the gear faults cannot be reflected by the LCT spectrum. This is the limitation of the LCT method. In the future, we will tried to use the linear canonical Wigner-Ville transform method [30] and linear canonical wavelet transform method [32] to improved the results for diagnose the gear faults. In addition, the sliding mode technique also has shown to be an effective fault diagnosis method recently [34] - [36] , so our future work will also tired to combine the sliding mode technique and the proposed method to diagnose the gear faults more comprehensively and accurately.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the LCT has been applied to diagnose the gear fault in the acceleration and deceleration processes for the first time. First, the properties and advantages of the LCT have been introduced. Then, the LCT spectrum of the simulated gear vibration signals have been presented. Finally, to further prove the validity of the LCT for diagnose the gear faults, a normal and two fault gear vibration signals acquired from the experiment setup have been provided, which show that the LCT method can effectively reflect the features of the gear failures. In the future, the relationship between the peaks in the LCT domain and the severity of the gear faults will be explored by extensive experiment.
